**Blue Max Aircraft Maneuver Schedule**

### Late War

#### Germany


**NOTES:**
- S = Spin Check
- C = May Climb
- U = Unjam Guns
- F = Plus 1 Fire roll
- R = May Reload
- or may perform a Restricted move next turn

**Fokker DVII-F**

- Stb=A, Alt=VH+, Eng=8, Wng=22, Fus=22, Tái=5, Gun=2F, Climb=3, Dive=5
- Only one in three or four Fokker DVII-Fs can be the "F" model

**Fokker DVII:**

- Stb=A, Alt=VH+, Eng=8, Wng=22, Fus=22, Tái=5, Gun=2F, Climb=3, Dive=5

### England


**NOTES:**
- S = Spin Check
- C = May Climb
- U = Unjam Guns
- F = Plus 1 Fire roll
- R = May Reload
- or may perform a Restricted move next turn

**Generic Two-Seaters (Revised AMS)**

- Speed 2: Hannover CLIII, Rumpler CIV, A. Lobos CKI, DH9, Breguet 14, Halberstadt CV, Spad XI, L.V.G CVI
- Speed 1: BE2c, Rumpler CII, A. Lobos CKI, Junkers J1, A. Vatik, A. Go CI, BE2e, Voisin 5, Farman F40, A. E.G. CV
- Climb=1, Dive=3

---

The diagram illustrates various aircraft models and their maneuvering capabilities, with indicators for spin checks, climbing, unjamming guns, and fire rolls, among other actions. The diagrams are segmented into left, straight, and right directions, with specific notes and restrictions for each.